Here's why art class is the most important subject in school...
Special thanks to the following teachers and arts administrators: Ingrid Buitter at Franklin H. LaGuardia High School for Performing and Visual Arts (Manhattan); Francesca De Los Santos at Hare Visions Charter High School for Advancing Math & Science (Bronx); James Giardino at Humanities and the Arts Magnet High School (Bronx); Sam Russell at the High School of Performing Arts (Manhattan); Samantha Schlivek at Mary McDowell Friends School (Brooklyn); Natalie Trainer at P.S. 277 (Ullian J. Rankin School) (Brooklyn); Sara Wenger at South Bronx Preparatory; A College Preparatory & Performing Arts; Alex Wheelock at Metropolitan Diploma Plus High School (Brooklyn).

Entrusted thanks to Andy De for making the introduction to many of the participating art teachers.
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